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ABSTRACT 
Recently Bapat applied a topological theorem of ICronecker 
thebrem of Sinkhorn on p6sitive matrtces. Here we give an 
slightly stronger version of his generahzation. This proof combines 
poiptt heorem and the dusky theorem of linear programmfng 
proof of a theorem of Bacham& and Menon shl pairs of 
Using a topological theorem of Kronecker, Bapat [l] recently eneralized 
the so-called DAD theorem, fumi&ing a new proof of the Bach ch-Menon 
theorem [2,9] for pairs of @sitive matrices. Here we give a further enerahza- 
tion of the same by a totally different technique. &identaUy, 
: 
provides 
yet another proof of the Bacharach-Menon theorem, also for n nnegative 
matrices. 
Let X be the cartesian product of p sets X,,X,,...,X, 
many elements. For any x = (x,, . . , , xP) E X and for any nonne 
tion g on X, let g,(u)= C,,,,,,,)g( ). x We will call gJu) the 
sional ma@nal of g along Xi at u. Let N be the number of 
We are ready to state the main 
THEoRl!al. Letf,gbetwononhegati~Jirnctonxwhere x)=Oif 
and only ff g(r)-0. Ausume thutfbr 13L,..,p, and uEX*, 
z%enjbreoeryc>o, t~~$tlictz~po.P#iueFnctfoM~~ 
,” 
g,(u)>O. 
x,,i- 
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1 ,...,p, suchthatthefinction # dej?nedonXby 
has 
I#i(Xi)-gi(Xi)l<C, i=l,***,p and xiEXl* @) 
Moreouer, if f is strictly positive on X, one bus that the functions &, . . . , $, 
can be seiixted so that tc/ defined through (A) satisj% 
+i(xi)=gi(xi)~ all i=l ,...,p and xiEXi* (C> 
REMARK 1. For the case p = 3, we can think of f and g as 3dimensional 
matrices A = (aijk) and B = (bijk), i E X,, j E X,, k E X,, satisfying aijk = 0 
- bijk = 0 for all (i, j, k) E X. Our assumption on the marginals of g 
amounts to saying C,C,b~,, = ri > 0. CiCkbifk = sj > 0. C,C,b,,, = t, > 0 for 
all (i, j, k) E X. Since the proof is more transparent for p = 3 and since the 
proof goes through verbatim with trite notational changes for the general 
case, we prove the theorem only for p = 3. 
Proof of the theorem jix p = 3. Continuing with our remark, let K be 
the set of 3dirnensional matrices with nonnegative ntries and with the same 
marginals as B. Further, for any H = (hifk) E K let brjk = 0 ‘- hrjk = 0. 
Clearly K is a compact convex polyhedral set viewed as a subset of RN. Given 
E > 0, let C(H) be a 3dimensional matrix defined by 
aijk 
Cijk(H) = 
log hijk + e/N if aijk ’ o, 
0 if cijk=O. 
Let 9(H) be a subset of K defined by 
#z)= (z*:z * E K, Z”E~XK (C(H), Z) = (C(H), z*>) 
where ( , ) is the dot product viewing 3dimensional matrices as points in 
RN. Since C(H) is continuous on K, +(H) is upper semicontinuous, compact 
convex valued in K. Thus by Kakutani’s fixed point theorem [ll], there is an 
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H E +(H). That is, 
_max(C(H),Z)=(C(H),H). 0) 
Thus H is an optimal solution to the above linear programming problem. Let 
{ Ui, oj, wk: (i, j, k) E X} be optimal for the dual problem, satisfying’ 
t(j + “j + wk 
2 cijk(H) for all aijk > 0, 
= cjjk(H) for hijk > 0. 
Here the equality follows from complementarity condition on dti linear 
prO@UIIS [ll]. If uj = - log xi, uj = - log yj, wk = - log zk, we gef 
(2) 
,<h,jk+c/N if ajjk>o, 
if hijk > 0. (3) 
In particular, with pjjk = a,jkx,Yjzk> we have that 
hijk < pifk d hip + E/N* 
It follows that 
(4) 
CPifk- Chijk = CPijk 
I I 
-_hi~k(<~* (5) 
P ik jk jk 
Similarly, the other (two) marginals of P differ from those of B by aif most E 
[where p = (P,jk)l- 
Next assume that A and B are strictly positive. Notice that xi’ 
h ilk, and pijk in the above development depended on c. Let supe 
k 
yj_, zk, 
cnpt n 
indicate the corresponding dependence on E = l/n. Evidently, we ve that 
{ hTjk) is bounded, and therefore, from (4), ( prjk} is aho @ded. In 
G%E,?& 
> 0 for all i, j, k we conclude that { xlyyz;Z;] is also 
e positive sequences {7in=X;/CiX~}, {s;=Uj CjY;}, 
and {E; = z~&z;} are bounded. For a common subsequence xl of the 
above converge. To simplify notation, assume that these subsequen+ are the 
original sequences and let hGk, p$ TV*, ‘q;, [z denote .the 
limits. Also, the sequence {X” = &J&@~} converges. I&t A 
pa&Whr, (4) imp&es that hck = p& %m!e!, K is closed, We 
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H = (hGk) is in K and therefore the marginals of H equal those of B. Also, 
observe that 
implying that 
Since H = (hfjk) has the same marginals as B and these marginals are 
positive, we conclude that I:, $, &!, and A are ah positive, and the second 
conclusion of our theorem follows from (6). n 
b%muc 2. When aijk, 
6* = (<:, Iz* . * 
bijk are strictly positive for ah i, j, k, the vectors 
* g>, v* = ($3 11; ***7~:), [*=([f,Q ,..., {,*) are unique to 
within scalar multiples, where q =#X,, n =#X,, s = #X,. For a proof see 
PI- 
When p = 2, the last assertion (C) in the main theorem holds even when f 
is just nonnegative with positive marginals. To prove this stronger assertion of 
Bacharach and Menon [2,9] for the special case p = 2 we need the following. 
DEFINITION 2. An m x n matrix A = (ai j) is disconnected (Brnaldi calls 
it decomposable [3]) iff for some strict nonempty subsets I c { 1,2,. . . , m } = M 
and Ic {1,2,..., n } = N, the submatrices A,, = 0 and A,,, = 0, where 
I = iV - J and I’ = M - 1. Here A, denotes the submatrix (a i)) with i E Z 
and j=J. Wewilldenote~,,Jj,,aij byA(Z,J). 
LEMMA 1. Let A = (aij), B = (bij), H = (hii) be m X n nonnegatiue 
m&rices satisj$ing the foU0wing conditions: 
(1) A and B huue the same zero pattern. l’hut is, a, j = 0 = b,j = 0. 
(2) B and H huue the same m totals and column totals, and further they 
are positiue. 
(3) For some positioe sequences xi”) and yjk), adjxjk)yjk)-, hi, for all 
i, j. 
Then hij = aijxiyj for some xi, y, > 0 j&r all i, j. 
Proof. Temporarily we will prove the lemma under the added assump- 
tion that A is connected. 
Let etk)= (Ciyjk))~,‘k), qik)= yjk)/C yck). We have tk) 
‘3 
a,& 
Without l&s of generality [ik)+ xi < 00, TZ\~ --, yj, and Cyj = 1. 
TJ. ;“’ + h, j. 
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Weclaimthatx,<#,foralli.Suppasenot.ThenZ={i:r,= }#0. 
SinceCy,=l, J’={j:y,>0}#0.If.I=N-J’isempty,thenA( 
1” 
,N)-0 
=o H(Z, N) = 0. This contradicts condition (2). If I’ is empty then ,H(M, 1) 
= 0. This again contradicts condition (2). Thus when Z # 0, we have I’ # 0, 
JZ0, J’Z0. FurtherA(Z,J’)=O, H(Z,J’)=O, H(Z’,J)=O. Therefore 
w, I)+ w, J) = WC J) = H(M, J) = H(Z, 1) = H(I, lq) 
= Hz, N) = B(Z, 1). 
Thus B(Z’, J) = 0 * A(Z’, J) = 0. Since we aheady know A( I, 
matrix A is disconnected, which contradicts our assumption. 
v5 < co for all i, j. Condition (2) says that xi, yj > 0 for all i, j. 
disconnected we can split A into connected components and we 
suitable permutations of rows and columns 
H= 
The conditions of the lemma are valid on the triplets (A,, B,, f& ), s = 
12 , , . . . , q, and the lemma follows by proving it separately on each c/xmected 
component A,. n 
The Bacharach-Menon theorem is now proved as follows. Supp 
last suffix in Theorem 1, we have for each E = l/k a matrix H@) 
satisfying 
from step (3). 
By going to a subsequence we can assume Hck) --) H E K. Thd A,B,H 
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1. Hence the theorem. 
REMARK 2. Lemma 1 is essentiaUy contained in 
proof. It is given here for the sake of completeness. For other 
variations of this lemma see [3], [4], [5], [6], [7J, [12], 
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